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INTRODUCTION 
Although  sea  water  contains  very much  more  sodium  than  po- 
tassium the latter predominates in the cells of many marine organisms. 
Presumably this is because it penetrates the protoplasm more rapidly.  1 
A like situation in models affords a  favorable opportunity to study 
certain variables which may be important in living cells. 
In these models  ~ electrolytes pass  from an outer aqueous layer A 
(Fig. 1) through a non-aqueous layer B  (representing the protoplasm) 
into an inner aqueous layer C  (which may be called  "artificial sap"); 
the latter consists at the start of distilled water and CO, bubbles in 
it throughout the experiment. 
All three layers are stirred mechanically but at the phase boundaries 
are  unstirred  layers  (A~BoB~, and  CB)  in  which  the  movement of 
electrolytes depends on  diffusion.  The  layers Bo  and  B~,  in  which 
diffusion is slowest,  3 regulate the process of penetration. 
In these experiments A  contained KOH and NaOH which had been 
previously shaken  up  with  a  non-aqueous  mixture  consisting  of  70 
per cent guaiacol +  30 per cent p-cresol (which will be called G.  C. 
mixture).  As a  result  KOH  combined with the constituents of  the 
non-aqueous phase  to  form organic salts  which may be  lumped to- 
gether  ~ and called collectively KG, the corresponding designation  for 
10sterhout, W. J. V., Biol. Rev., 1931, 6, 369; Ergetm. Physiol.,  1933, 35,  967. 
Osterhout, W. J. V., and Stanley, W. M., J. Gen. Physiol.,  1931-32,  15,  667. 
See p. 448.  Also Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol.,  1932-33, 16, 529. 
4  This introduces no serious error since the behavior of the organic salts seems 
to be very similar.  Cf. footnote 2. 
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the sodium salts being NaG.  We therefore have to do with the pene- 
tration of KG and NaG. 
In the preceding paper s it was assumed that the rate of penetration 
of potassium is proportional to the concentration gradient in the non- 
aqueous layer B.  This gradient may be regarded as  K~  -  KS, where 
Ko represents the concentration of undissociated KG in the outer sur- 
face  of  Bo, and K~ that in the inner surface of B~  (the corresponding 
designations for sodium are  Nalo and Na~). 
On  reaching C,  KG and NaG come in  contact with  COs and form 
KHCOs and NaHC08.  This raises the osmotic pressure in C so that 
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FIG. 1.  Diagram of layers in the model.  The aqueous phase A has an unstirred 
layer which is represented between d and e : from e to f  is the corresponding  un- 
stirred layer in the non-aqueous phase B.  Similar layers are present at the bound- 
ary between the non-aqueous  phase B and the aqueous phase C. 
water enters from A.  Eventually a  steady state is reached in which 
water  and  salts  enter in a  fixed ratio and  the  volume of C increases 
while its composition remains constant.  This appears to be analogous 
to  what  happens  in  living  cells. 
Previous  studies 6 indicate that the rate of entrance is proportional 
to  Ko  ~  -  K~:  it is also proportional to the diffusion constant.  Hence 
we  may write  as  an  approximation 
RK = C1DK(Ko -- Ki) 
s Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 1932-33, 16, 529. 
8 This equation takes no account of the entrance of water.  Regarding the 
significance of the "constants" see Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 1932-33, 
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Here Rx is the rate of entrance of moles of potassium into C and D~: the 
diffusion constant of undissociated KG in B.  Using a  corresponding 
notation for sodium we have 
RK  C1DK(KPo  -- l~ti) 
RNa  C2DNa(Na~o  -- Na~) 
C1 and C2 are  "constants" 6  which depend on the rate of stirring, the 
surface area, and shape of B, etc., and when they are the same for KG 
and NaG cancel out. 
This equation permits only qualitative predictions because the ratio 
(K'o -  K~)  +  (Na~o -  Na])  changes during the process 7 and several 
disturbing factors intervene (p.  455). 
Let us now consider K~o and K~.  We may make the usual assump- 
tion that on each side of the phase boundary there are very thin layers 
in approximate equilibrium with each other.  Hence if the total con- 
centrations of potassium (KG +  KOH -t- KHCO3) in the aqueous sur- 
face layers be Ko and K~ we may put 
•  ~ 
-~o =sKo  and  ~,, =SK,, 
where SKo and Sr~ are the partition coefficients or  absorption  coeffi- 
cients. 8 
Hence we may put 
R K  ----(DK~  SKoKo  -- SKi K, 
In  view of this  a  knowledge of diffusion constants  and partition 
coefficients becomes desirable. 
Diffusion Constants 
When only KG is present the meaning of the diffusion constant D~ 
requires no comment, but when we add NaG it will affect the value of 
7 The behavior of this ratio depends on the magnitudes of the partition coeffi- 
dents as well as on their ratio.  See p. 449. 
8 Cf. Irwin, M., Proc. So¢. Exp.  Biol.  and  Med.,  1928-29,  26,  125;  1931-32, 
29~ 993,  1234; J. Gen. Physiol.,  1928-29, 12, 147, 407. 448  KINETICS  OF  PENETRATION.  VI 
D~.  The divergence will be small in guaiacol (in which KG and NaG 
are  very weak electrolytes)9 but may be larger  in water:  this latter, 
however, does not  concern us since for our purposes the  diffusion in 
water  may  be  regarded  as  negligible.  Similar  reasoning  applies  to 
the  diffusion  constant  DNa. 
Let us now consider the ratio DK +  DNa.  In order to determine this 
the  diffusion  apparatus  of  Northrop  and  Anson  I°  was  used.  The 
upper part was filled with G. C. mixture  containing equal concentra- 
tions  of  KG  and  NaG which  were  allowed to  diffuse into  the lower 
chamber containing  G.  C. mixture.  The result showed that DE is so 
close to D~a that for our purposes they may be regarded as equal. 
Similar  tests in which water was employed as the  solvent showed 
that  KG  and  NaG diffuse ten  to  eleven times  as fast in  water as in 
G. C. mixture  (this result is due in part to the higher viscosity of the 
G. C. mixturO~).  Hence the diffusion  through the unstirred aqueous 
layers AB and C~ is so rapid that it may be neglected in the subsequent 
discussion.  We need only consider the slow diffusion in the non-aque- 
ous layers Bo and B~. 
Partition Coefficients 
Evidently the  diffusion constants,  D K and DNa, are  too  similar  to 
account for the experimental fact that potassium enters C much faster 
than  sodium.  It would seem that  the partition  coefficients must be 
responsible for this difference. 
In  order to  clarify the  r61e of the  partition  coefficients let us first 
consider an hypothetical system in which KG and NaG are very weak 
electrolytes in A, B, and C, and in which C contains no CO2.  Let the 
values of Ko and Nao be constant at 0.05, the values  ~2 of SKo and SK~ 
being 0.62, those of SN~ and SN~ being 0.29, and those of D K and DNa 
9 This has been shown by a group of physical chemists whose results will shortly 
be published. 
10 Northrop, J. H., and Anson, M. L., ]. Gen. Physiol., 1928--29, 19., 543. 
xl The viscosity of water at 30.73°C. in C. G. S. units is 0.007905 and that  of 
guaiacol at 30°C. is 0.0445.  Cf. Landolt, H., and BSrnstein, R.,  Physikalisch- 
chemisehe Tabellen, Berlin, Julius Springer, 5th edition (Roth, W. A., and Scheel, 
K.), 1923, 1, 135, and 1931, suppl, vol. 9.~ 102. 
12 These vary with concentration but we may assume for purposes of calculation 
that SKa~ is constant as well as SKa,. W. J. V. OSTEP.HOUT~ S. E. KAMERLING~  AND W. M. STANLEY  449 
being equal.  A  simple calculation  1.  indicates that  in the  early part 
of the  experiment  potassium  should enter C  faster than sodium and 
that  Ki  +  Na~  should  be  less  than SK°  +  SNao-  The  experiments 
bear this out.  The  calculation is as follows: 
Let  us suppose that  the  unstirred layers are so  thin that  the  concentration 
gradient in B is approximately linear and that C is a mere film, only a  few mole- 
cules thick, and contains at the start only distilled water, the bubbling of CO~ 
being omitted.  Let us now consider a layer in B of the same thickness as C ad- 
joining the interface: this will be called Bi,.  For convenience we suppose the 
total volume of each of these films to be 1 liter. 
At the start of the experiment the concentration  gradient of KG in B, which will 
be called GK', is 0.031 -- 0  =  0.031, and the corresponding value for G'Na is 0.0145 
--  0  =  0.0145.  Hence GK' + GNa' =  2.14.  We may assume that during the first 
small increment of time 1.62 millimoles of KG reach B~, and distribute themselves 
so that 1.0 goes into C and 0.62 remains in B~,, giving a concentration  of 0.00062 M 
in B~, and 0.001 ~ in C (the value of K~' remains constant at 0.031 since Ko is con- 
stant). 
Since at the start G'Na is 0.0145 and G'K is 0.031 we suppose that the amount of 
NaG moving across B in the first small increment of time is approximately 1.62 
(0.0145  +  0.031)  =  0.756 mlnlmole: of this 0.17 will remain in B~, and 0.586 will 
pass into C (so that SNa~ = 0.17 +  0.586  = 0.29; this is thevalue previously  stated). 
At the end of the first increment of time GK'  -- 0.031  -- 0.00062  =  0.0304 and 
GNa'  =  0.0145  -- 0.00017  =  0.0143.  Hence GK'  +  GNa'  =  0.0304  +  0.0143  = 
2.1 and Kt +  Nat  =  0.001  +  0.000586  =  1.734 
This  calculation indicates that  in the  early part of  the  experiment 
the  ratio K~  +  Na~ will be greater than unity and that as time goes 
a3 The significance of this method of calculation may seem doubtful, especially 
when we are not dealing with the earliest stages of the experiment, but it seems to 
be borne out by the results. 
14 It is of interest to note that the ratio Kt +  Nat in the early part of the experi- 
ment depends on the magnitudes of SKGo  and SNaao as well as on their ratio.  Thus 
in the foregoing calculation we had SKao  +  SNaao =  0.62  +  0.29  ---- 2.14 and the 
value Kt  +  Nat after the first increment of time was 1.7, but if we put S~:ao + 
SNa~o =  6.2  +  2.9  =  2.14 we get a different result for Kt +  Nat since the value is 
1.16.  This may be shown as fonows.  Since G~:' and GNa' are now ten times as 
great at the start we expect 16.2 mlnimoles  of potassium and 7.56 of sodium to be 
moved.  The concentrations in B~, are therefore KG  =  0.0162  ~  and NaG  = 
0.00756 ~.  These will distribute so that K~' = 0.01395 ~, Kt = 0.00225 ~, NaZ = 
0.00562 ~r, and Nat  =  0.00194 ,x.  Hence Kt +  Nat  =  0.00225  +  0.00194  =  1.16. 450  KINETICS  OF  PENETRATION.  VI 
on it will approach unity since the concentrations in C will approach 
those in A  (i.e. 0.05 ~  KG -k 0.05 M NAG). 
The actual model (with no COs in C) differs from this hypothetical 
case since SK~ is  not  constant  and  is  not  equal  to SKo: this  applies 
also to sodium.  Furthermore KG and NaG are  strong electrolytes in 
A  and C ~ (though weak electrolytes in B) but this merely means that 
the  diffusion of molecules of KG and NaG  in  C  is  replaced  by  the 
diffusion of the ions K +,  Na  +,  and G-,  thereby changing  somewhat 
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Hence  we  expect  that  at  the  start  potassium  will  enter  C  more 
rapidly than sodium and that both will reach the same concentration 
at equilibrium.  This was found to be the case in earlier experiments 
(e.g.  in  Experiment 66  reported in a  previous paperlb).  The  ratios 
found in  a  later  experiment  (Experiment  112) are  shown  in  Fig.  2 
(in  this,  as  in  the  other  figures, the  curves  are  drawn  free-hand to 
give  an  approximate  fit).  In  this  case A  contained 0.05  M KG  -k 
0.05 ~  NaG and the ratio S~ao  +  SNaao was 2.14  (see page 452). 
Model I was employed and a steady flow was maintained in A which kept its 
composition approximately constant: B contained G. C. mixture and C contained 
15 Osterhout, W. J. V., and Stanley, W. M., J. Gen. Physiol., 1931-32, 15~ 667, 
Fig. 6. 
FIc. 2. Ratios of potassium to sodium  in the artificial  sap in C (Experiment 112). 
Model with 0.05 ~ KG q- 0.05 ~ NaG in A, G. C. mixture in B, and distilled  water 
in C (no CO2).  The ratio of partition coefficients  is S!c6o + SNaCo ---- 2.14.  To- 
ward the end of the experiment the ratio approaches unity, as would be expected. 
In the first part of the curve the experimental  errors are larger because the concen- 
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distilled  water (no CO~ bubbling), stirred with a stream of air.  The volume of C 
at the start was 150 cc.  The temperature was 21 °  4- 2°C.  The concentration 
of potassium -k sodium in C was determined by titration with standard acid and 
of sodium by the method previously described, 2 potassium being determined by 
difference. 
In most of our experiments CO2 was present in C and in consequence 
KG and  NaG reacted  to  form KHCOa and  NaHCO3 as  soon as  they 
reached  the  surface  of  C. le  Potassium  and  sodium  then  diffused 
through  CB in  the  form of bicarbonates.  But  since  diffusion  in  this 
layer is very rapid  as  compared  with  that  in  B  it  may  be  left  out 
of  account.  (An  additional  effect  of  the  reaction  with  C02  is  a 
great  reduction  of  the  ionic  activity  products  (K)(G)  and  (Na)(G) 
in C.) 
Before discussing  such experiments it  is desirable  to  consider more 
fully  the  equation  for  penetration.  In  doing  this  we  may  neglect 
D K +  DNa (since it is not far from unity)  and write as a  first approxi- 
mation 
RK  K: --  K~ 
RNa  Na'o -- Na~ 
The values of K'o and Na'o are kept approximately constant by continually 
renewing  the solution in A.  It has been shown elsewhere 5 that the activity of 
K'o is proportional to the ionic activity product  lr (Ko)(OHo) in A.  Hence we may 
put K'o =  SKoKo  =  C4(Ko)(OH,) and it is evident that the value of SK~ will de- 
pend on that of OH-.  We may treat K'~ in the same way.  All of this applies 
equally to sodium. 
As already stated K'o  =  SKoKo:  hence to approximate the value of 
K'o a  determination  of SKo  =  (concentration  of undissociated  KG in 
1  e This might not have much effect on the value of K~  +  Na~ as calculated by 
the method given on p. 449, since it might influence both of the diffusing substances 
in similar fashion. 
17 Under the conditions  of the experiment the activity of OH in C bears a con- 
stant relation to the activity of HCO~ and to that of the guaiacol ion G-. 
We may write K'o =  Ca(Ko)(OHo)and K'~ =  C4(K~)(OH~)where the subscripts 
o and i refer to the outside and inside solutions  respectively.  But C3 and C, vary 
with concentration because the non-aqueous phase changes. 452  KINETICS  OF  PENETRATION.  VI 
the  surface of Bo)  +  (concentration of  K +  in A)  is  desirable.  This 
cannot be done directly but we may approximate it by determining  1' 
SKao  =  (concentration of KG in the  surface of Bo)  +  (concentration 
of  K +  in A).  It  seems  highly probable  that  the  ratio  SKo  +  SNao 
is approximately equal to Sxao +  SNaao and since we  need comparative 
values only we may use Sxao and SNWo in place of SKo and SNao. 
The values of SKa and SNaa were determined as follows.  An aqueous solution 
containing equal concentrations of  KG and NaG  was shaken with a  relatively 
small volume of G. C. mixture on a shaking machine and was then allowed to stand 
for 24 hours or longer.  The G. C. mixture was then shaken with half its volume 
of 0.08 z~ HC1 which removed practically all of the potassium and sodium.  The 
determinations of potassium and of sodium were made as previously described.  2 
The temperature was 21  °  :t: 2°C. 
Since the aqueous phase loses more potassium than sodium it must be relatively 
large to keep its ratio Ko  +  Nao approximately constant or else it must contain 
more potassium at the start.  As an illustration of the latter method we may cite 
the following: 104 cc. of aqueous solution of 0.222 M K0H +  0.151 M NaOH was 
shaken with  100 cc.  G.  C.  mixture.  After separation there was  98  cc.  of  the 
aqueous solution in which the concentrations were 0.107 ~ potassium and 0.110 M 
sodium.  There was also 106 cc. G. C. mixture in which the concentrations were 
0.116 ~ potassium and 0.053 ~t sodium.  Hence we have SKGo =  0.116  +  0.107  = 
1.085 and SN~go  =  0.053  +  0.110  =  0.482.  Hence SKa,,  + SNaao  =  1.085 + 
0.482  =  2.26. 
The situation is easily seen from the following considerations.  For the aqueous 
phase let us put: volume =  V, concentration  of potassium =  CK, concentration of 
sodium  =  CNa, moles of potassium -- MK, moles of sodium =  MNa, and designate 
the corresponding values in the non-aqueous mixture as V', C~', etc.  Assuming 
that V  =  1 liter, V'  =  10 liters, and that owing to the nature of the non-aqueous 
phase the partition coefficient,  i.e. CK' + CK has a  value of 0.4, and that at  the 
start C~ =  CNa =  1, we have at equilibrium (providing no change in volume occurs 
and that potassium and sodium act independently) 
CK •MK  =I--MI~ 
M~ 
---- C~ =  0.4CK =  0.4(i -- M~) 
10 
18 Strictly speaking we  do  not  determine undissociated KG in Bo  but  total 
(stoichiometric) concentration of  potassium in Bo which amounts to practically 
the same thing since the concentrations of KOH and KHCOa in Bo are negligible 
in comparison with that of KG, and KG is a very weak electrolyte in B  (as shown 
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hence 
MI~ --- 0.8 
CK =MK  =  1.0--0.8----0.2 
C'K ----  0.8 -- 10 =  0.08 
Hence C'K +  CK  =  0.08  +  0.2  =  0.4:  this is the value previously assumed for the 
partition coefficient. 
Assuming that the  partition coefficient for  sodium, i.e. CN~; + CN,  =  0.2 and 
proceeding in the same way we obtain for equilibrium CNa  =  0.335, CK  +  CNa  = 
C  '  0.2  +  0.335  =  0.594; also CSa"  =  0.067  and CK'  +  Na  =  0.08  +  0.067  =  1.2. 
This latter value changes to 1.02 when we put V  =  1 and V" =  100 (instead of V' .= 
10), to 1.71 when we put V  =  1 and V'  =  1, and to 1.95 when we put V  =  1 and 
V'  =  0.1. 
We see that the greater the relative volume of the aqueous solution the nearer 
the ratio C'K +  C'Na in the non-aqueous phase approaches to the ratio of partition 
coefficients which in this case is 0.4  +  0.2  =  2. 
A  series of values of S~vo and SN~o is shown i'n  Fig. 3.  They  were 
determined when both KG and NaG were present in equal concentra- 
tions in  the  aqueous  phase  at  equilibrium.  '9 
Let us now consider conditions at the inner phase boundary.  Here 
the partition coefficients are Sr~ and SN~ (where SK,  ---- K'~  --  K~ and 
SN~,  =  Na'~  +  Na~).  We may  use S~a~  =  (concentration of  KG  in 
the surface of B~)  +  (concentration of K +  in C)  in place of St,. 
The  determinations are  somewhat  uncertain  because  on  reaching  C,  KG  is 
transformed to KHCO85, and we must therefore determine SKa~ by shaking up an 
aqueous  solution of KHCO3  with  G.  C.  mixture so that not only KG but also 
KHCO3 is taken up.  We can determine the total amount of potassium taken up 
but we do not know exactly what percentage of this is KG.  2°  We can also deter- 
ZgAdding NaG to KG affects SKOo as follows: As stated elsewhere (footnote 5) K'o 
is proportional to the ionic product (Ko) (Go) when activities are taken.  Using con- 
centrations (and taking total  potassium in B  as approximately equal to K'o) we 
may say that since SKao equals (KG in B)  +  (potassium in A) the value of KG in B 
will be approximately doubled when we double Go by adding NaG:  this will double 
the value of Sxao  since the concentration of  potassium in A  remains constant. 
This has been tested experimentally and is found to be approximately true. 
s0 For example, when 0.63 ~  KtICO3 at pH 7.5 was shaken up with G. C. mix- 
ture the concentration of potassium in the latter was 0.0062  ~r.  The concentra- 
tion of CO~ +  HCO~ was 0.0025 M.  Probably most of this was COs:  hence if we 
put COs  =  0.002 ~r we have KG =  0.0062  -  0.0005  =  0.0057 g.  (It depends on 
the pH value of the aqueous solution.)  Cf. footnote 5. 454  KINETICS  OF PEIWETRATION.  VI 
mine the total carbon taken up but we do not know exactly what per cent of this 
is HCO8 and what is  CO2.  We find  that (concentration of potassium in  G. C. 
mixture)  +  (concentration of potassium in aqueous phase) varies with concentra- 
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FIG. 3.  Values of the partition coefficients SEa° and SN~o.  These values were 
determined  in  the  presence of equal  concentrations  of potassium and  sodium. 
The total concentration of G-, or guaiacol ion (taken as equal to KG 4- NAG), is 
plotted as abscissae.  Thus the value for 0.0S means that an aqueous solution of 
0.025 M KG 4- 0.025 M NaG was shaken with a relatively small volume of G. C. 
mixture and the partition coefficients were calculated from the amounts of KG and 
NaG found in the G. C. mixture. 
Since the ratio SK,  +  SNai varies with concentration  (independently 
of pH)  and  since  the  concentration  of K~  +  Nai may rise during the 
experiment from zero  to  1.2  M there  is opportunity  for a  change  in 
the ratio K'~ +  Nar~ which will affect the relative rates of entrance of 
potassium and  sodium. 
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pH value in C may rise  s from between 5 and 6 to the neighborhood of 
7.6  during an  experiment the  values of SKI  and SN~ must increase 
accordingly.  Variation in the flow of COs will also affect the pH. 
It should be remembered that the diffusion "constants" DK and DN~ 
as here used are not constant since D•  varies with the concentration of 
NaG and vice  versa  (p.  447). 
Other Factors 
It  thus appears that penetration depends largely on the diffusion 
constants and partition coefficients.  But it is also affected by a num- 
ber of other factors, among which are the following: 
1.  Even when the concentrations in the main body of A  are kept 
constant  s those at the interface may vary for there is a concentration 
gradient in the unsfirred layer A ~ which determines the concentration 
at the outer surface of B.  The more rapid the stirring the thinner this 
layer and consequently the nearer Ko and Nao (i.e. the concentrations 
of K + and  Na  + at the inner surface of As) will  approach the con- 
centrations in the main body of A.  When the concentrations in A are 
altered the value of Kto  +  Na'o may vary because the partition co- 
efficients change.  The ratio K'o  +  Nat° (and therefore of R~ +  RN~) 
will therefore depend in part on the rate of stirring. 
This ratio may also  be influenced by temperature which alters the 
viscosity and hence the thickness of the layers (the viscosity is altered 
by the  presence of electrolytes).  Temperature may also  affect the 
partition coefficients unequally. 
If a model be used with diffusion  in B  more rapid than in A  the 
ratio  Ko  +  Nao may vary because, with potassium moving into Bo 
more rapidly than sodium,  its relative concentration in As must be- 
come steadily less, unless the rates of stirring and of diffusion be suffi- 
cient to  renew the supply  (see p.  452).  As Ko decreases potassium 
will move more slowly into B. 
2.  In  the  stirred layers the  forward movement of electrolyte will 
depend on such factors as rate of stirring, and viscosity. 
3.  There are concentration gradients in C8 which will depend on the 
factors already enumerated and which may change the ratio R x +  RN  a. 
4.  Surface forces may play a part; e.g., substances diminishing sur- 
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5.  Reactions may occur at the outer surface and if slow enough may 
affect the result; e.g.,  loss of water by the penetrating substance or 
molecular association in the non-aqueous phase.  At the inner surface 
the  reverse  processes will occur but here we  may  have  in  addition 
combinations with acids or other substances in C. 
6.  The penetration of electrolytes into C is accompanied by that of 
water.  To understand its effect let us consider  what  happens  when 
water is added suddenly  ~1 to C.  Thus  if  the  concentration gradients 
in B be called G'K and G'Na and the ratio be 
a~  K'o  -  K'  0.24  -  0.12 
G16a  Na~  --  Na~  0.10 -- 0.04 
and water be added to C, doubling its volume, we have 
al~  0.24 -  0.06 
GI~la  0.10 -- 0.02 
2.25 
In this case where the ratio K'o +  K'~  =  2 is less than Na'o  +  Na'~  = 
2.5  we observe  that the ratio G'~: +  G'Na rises after the  addition  of 
water. 
When K'o +  K'~ is greater than Na'o +  Na'~ the ratio falls.  Thus 
if K'o +  K'~  --  0.24  +  0.02  =  12 and Na'o +  Na'~  =  0.13  +  0.02  = 
6.5  we have before the addition of water 
and afterwards 
Gk  0.24 -  0.02 
Gila  0.13 -- 0.02 
G~  0.24 -  0.01 
GI(Ia  0.13 -- 0.01 
1.92 
When Ko +  K~ =  Nao +  Na~ the addition of water does not change 
the ratio.  Thus if K'o +  K'~ =  0.24  +  0.12 =  2 and Na'o +  Na'~-- 
0.08  -  0.04  =  2 we have before the addition of water 
21 After  the  sudden  addition  of  water  the  concentration  gradients  would  no 
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and afterwards 
G~  0.24 -- 0.12 
--  == 
Gila  0.08 -- 0.04 
G'K  0.24 -- 0.06 
Gl~a  0.08 -  0.02 
Evaporation will, of course, produce the opposite effect. 
The inward movement of water may have  a  different temperature 
coefficient from the movement of the penetrating substances: hence 
the composition of C may depend on temperature.  ~'~ 
7.  There is an outward movement of substances (from C to A); e.g., 
of KHCO,, NaHCOs, COs, and HsCO,.  This may be neglected in the 
earlier part of the process of penetration but toward the end and in 
the steady state it may become more important.  It is quite possible 
that  the  outward  movement  of  KHCO,  may differ  from  that  of 
NaHCO3 in such fashion as to produce a  different ratio of K~  +  Na~ 
from that which would otherwise occur. 
In spite of the fact that penetration is influenced by so many fac- 
tors the experiments indicate that the ratio of potassium to sodium in 
C  depends chiefly on  the partition  coefficients. 
EXPERIMENTS 
(a)  Diffusion from A  to C 
To illustrate this statement we may cite a  series of experiments, in 
which A  contained equal concentrations of KG and NaG, B  contained 
G.  C.  mixture,  and  C  contained distilled  water in  which  COs  was 
bubbling.  The results are shown in Table I  (p.  458).  It is evident 
that potassium predominates in C in every case as would be expected 
in view of its higher partition coefficient.  We see also that the average 
of the ratio K  +  Na  in C does not differ greatly from SEa°  +  SNaao. 
There  is  considerable variation in  the  ratios  of K  +  Na:  changes 
during the progress of one experiment are shown in Fig. 4. 
Models I, II, and III were used :2  a  steady flow was maintained  in A  thus keep- 
ing its composition approximately constant.  A, B, and C were stirred.  The tem- 
perature  varied  between  20  and  25°C.  The  determinations  of  potassium  and 
sodium were made  as previously described.  2 
22 At the start there may be an outward movement of water since the concentra- 
tion of electrolytes is greater in A  than in B. 458  KINETICS  O•  PENETRATION.  VI 
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Fxo. 4.  Ratios of potassium  +  sodium in C  in a  model in which A  contained 
0.05 ~  KG +  0.05 ~  NaG: B  contained G. C. mixture, and C contained distilled 
water at the start but had CO~ bubbling through it throughout the experiment 
(Experiment 111).  The ratio of  partition  coefficients is SKGo  +  SNAG°  =  2.14. 
The experimental errors are larger during the first part of the experiment when the 
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(b)  l~.ffusion from A  to B 
It seemed desirable  to examine the process of penetration  at each 
interface  separately.  To  examine  the  outer  interface  a  model  was 
constructed with A  and B  but without C.  In A  was  placed  0.1  M 
KG  d-  0.1  ~  NaG, and in B  was placed G.  C. mixture.  The results 
of a  typical experiment (No. 83)  are shown in Fig. 5. 
In this case the concentration gradient of chief importance is that 
in the layer Bo.  Calling the concentration of undissociated KG at the 
outer surface of this layer Kto and that at the inner limit  *a of this layer 
-•ein  B 
2.0%xo~  '  o 
1.6 
Equiltbrittm 
I  I  --  I 
20  40  60 
HouPs 
FIG. 5.  Ratios of potassium  +  sodium in B in Experiment 83 dealing with the 
interface between A and B (C was omitted from this model).  The ratio of parti- 
tion coefficients  is SKGo + SNAG, = 2.3.  The experimental errors are larger during 
the first part of the experiment when the concentrations in C are low. 
(f, Fig. 1) K't (with similar designations for sodium) we may write as 
an  approximation 
R K----. K'o --  K'! ..~  (SKaoKo)- K~ 
RNa  Na~.  -- Na;  (SNaaoNa~)  -- Na~ 
At the start, when Krj and Na~ are both equal to zero, we may write 
as an approximation 
R.._K.K =  SKGoK~ 
RNa  SNaGoNao 
Since IL, =  1gao we have 
RK  SKGo 
RNa  SNaCo 
23 This is merely a convenient fiction since there is no definite limit at this spot. 460  KINETICS  O~"  PENETRATION.  VI 
We  therefore expect at  the  start  a  correlation between the partition 
coefficients  and  the  concentrations  of  potassium  and  sodium  in B. 
This will also be true  as the  system approaches equilibrium.  Hence 
it may well be true of the intermediate period and this appears to be 
the case since the ratio of SKao +  SNaao was found in shaking  experi- 
ments  (p. 452)  to be 1.085  +  0.48  =  2.26 which is fairly close to the 
ratios  observed  during  the  progress  of  the  experiment  as  shown  in 
Fig.  5. 
When approximate equilibrium was reached in this experiment the 
concentration of potassium in B  was 0.126 ~  and that of sodium 0.055 
M.  Hence we have SKao =  1.26  and  SNaao =  0.55:  these  values are 
a  little higher than those obtained in the shaking experiments  ~ (where 
we ifound SKao =  1.085  and SN~o  =  0.48.  The ratio SKCo +  SN~ao = 
2.29  is  also  a  little  higher  than  the  value  of  2.26  found  in  shaking 
experiments. 
Model III was employed. ~  Both A and B were stirred.  A continuous flow in 
A kept the composition constant to within  5  per cent.  B  contained 500 cc. of 
G. C. mixture.  Equilibrium was attained in about 52 hours.  The temperature 
was  20  °  q-  2°C. 
(c)  Diffusion from B  to C 
In order to examine the processes occurring at the interface between 
B  and C  a  model was used in which B  was brought into equilibrium 
with A  (by shaking B  with a  great excess of A) before the experiment 
was started  (so that there was relatively little diffusion from A  to B 
during the experiment):  C  contained only distilled water at the  start 
(no CO~ was bubbled during the experiment).  In this case the chief 
movement during the early part of the experiment was across the in- 
terface between B  and C  so that the layer of chief importance is B~. 
Calling  the  concentration  of  undissociated  KG  at  the  outer  limit  ~5 
(g,  Fig.  1)  of this  layer Kro  and  that  at  the  other  surface K'~ (with 
similar ~  designations for sodium)  we may write as  an  approximation 
24 I.e. experiments in which a solution containing 0.107 ~t KOH +  0.110 ~ NaOH 
was shaken up with G. C. mixture as described on page 452.  As shown in Fig. 3 
the ratio SKao +  SN~o is very nearly the same at a concentration of 0.2 M G- as 
at a concentration of 0.217 ~. 
25 This is, of course, a convenient fiction as there is no sharp limit at this spot. W. J. V. OSTF..RHOU% S. E. KA.ME:RLING) AND W. M. STANLEY  461 
RK  X~  -  x; 
RNs  Na~  --  Na~ 
A typical experiment (Experiment 86) was started with 0.1 ~ KG ~- 0.1 
M NaG in A, distilled water saturated with guaiacol (no C02 bubbling) 
in C, and with B  in equilibrium with A.  From the very start B  con- 
tained 0.1085 ~  KG and 0.048 ~  NaG.  Since SKao =  1.085  and  SN~ao 
=  0.48  the ratio SKao +  SNaGo is 2.26.  A  simple  calculation  shows 
that soon after the start of the experiment K~ +  Nat might be in the 
neighborhood of 1.6 and this agrees fairly well  (Fig. 6) with observa- 
K--K==  in c 
Na 
1.0  ) 
2  "  4  6 
HouPs 
Fro. 6.  Ratios of potassium  -  sodium in C in Experiments 86 a (×),86 b (o), 
and 86 c (vl), dealing with the interface between B and C.  The ratio of partition 
coefficients is SKao -- SN~o  =  2.3. The experimental errors are larger during the 
first part of the experiment when the concentrations in C are low. 
tion (although the validity of this method of calculation may be ques- 
tioned: see page 449).  As Ko =  Nao we expect that as equilibrium is 
approached Kt +  Nat will approach  unity and this appears  to be the 
case.  The calculation is as follows: 
Consider a thin layer of B, only a few molecules thick, adjoining the inner inter- 
face: we may call this B~, and the corresponding layer in C on the other side of the 
interface C/3s.  For convenience we put the volume of each of these layers at 1 
liter. 
We see that B~, contains 0.1085 mole of KG and we may suppose that when water 
is brought in contact with it enough KG instantaneously moves into Cm to bring 
these two layers into approximate equilibrium.  If during this process no more 462  KINETICS  OF  PENETRATION.  VI 
KG moves into Bs, we may make the following calculation: After approximate 
equilibrium is reached we have 
K~ =  0.1085 -  Ks 
-- SKG~  K~ 
If for convenience  2~ we put SKG~ =  SKao =  1.085  we have 
0.1085 -- K~ 
1.085 
Ks 
whence Ks =  0.052  and K} =  0.0565.  In the same way we have 
0.048 -  Nas 
----  0.48 
Nas 
whence Na~ =  0.0324 and Na', =  0.0156.  Hence Ks +  Nas =  0.052  + 0.0324  = 
1.6.  We then have for the ratio of gradients 
K~ -- K~  0.1085  -- 0.0565 
=  1.6 
Ndo -  NaZi  0.048  -- 0.0156 
so that we might expect RK  +  RNa to be about  1.6 as indeed appears to be the 
case with the upper curve in Fig. 6 extrapolated to zero time. 
Model III was employed.  2  A  constant flow in A  kept its composition nearly 
constant: B  was brought into equilibrium with A  by shaking the two phases to- 
gether before the experiment started: C contained at the start 75 cc. of distilled 
water saturated with G. C. mixture and was stirred by a stream of air.  A and B 
were stirred mechanically.  The temperature was 20  °  +  2°C. 
In  another  sort  of  experiment  ~  (Experiment  66)  no  CO2  was 
bubbled during the first 236 hours and the concentrations in C  reached 
the same level as in A, namely 0.05  M KG  +  0.05  zs NaG: B  was then 
practically uniform throughout and contained 0.031  ~  KG  +  0.0145  ~t 
NaG.  The  ratio SKao +  SN~Zo was 0.62  +  0.29  =  2.14. 
At 236  hours the bubbling of CO2 began and 4  hours later the ratio 
K  +  Na  in C  was  1.65  (as shown  at the ordinate marked  240  in Fig. 
7).  The ratio rose until the 264th hour  after which it slowly fell and 
then  gradually  rose  again. 
2  e This makes the value of SKa~ too large but as that of SN~ will be too large by 
a  corresponding amount the error in the ratios K'~ +  Na'~ and Ks  +  Na~ wilt be 
small. 
57 Osterhout, W. J. V., and Stanley, W. M., J. Gen. Physiol.,  1931-32, 15~ 676, 
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In the steady state  ~ C contained 0.73 ~r KI-ICO, -I- 0.45  ~r NaHCO,, 
giving a  ratio of  1.62. 
Model I was employed.  A, B, and C were stirred as usual.  A constant flow 
was maintained in A.  The temperature varied from 20 to 25°C. during the course 
of the experiment. 
In  concluding  the  experimental  part  we  may say that  in  all  cases 
(the  diffusion  constants  being nearly  equal)  the  ratio  K  +  Na  in  C 
seems  to  depend  chiefly  on  the  partition  coefficients.  But  other 
I~  inC 
Na 
2.0  .....  l.k_ 
1.5~  ~  n  o  .......  o  o 
I  ,  1.0  I  I 
240  ~A]  440  540  640 
Hours 
FIG. 7.  Ratio of potassium  +  sodium in C in Experiment 66, dealing with the 
interface between B and C.  During the first part of the experiment no CO, was 
bubbled through C.  At 236 hours the ratio in C was unity and B  was in equilib- 
rium with A.  The bubbling of CO, was then commenced and the ratio quickly 
changed:  at 240 hours it was 1.65.  The ratio of partition coefficients was SKao + 
SNaao =  2.2.  In the first part of the curve there are larger experimental errors in 
determining the concentrations of sodium and potassium  (since they are relatively 
low). 
factors are  sufficiently influential  to  produce  considerable  variation  in 
these  ratios. 
DISCUSSION 
It seems probable that many of the variables discussed in this paper 
are found in living cells such as those of Nitella and of Valonia. ~ 
28At this time A contained 0.043 M KG -P 0.007 M KHCO. +  0.043 ~ NaG Jc 
0.007 ~  NaHCO..  The bicarbonate was due to diffusion of HCO~ and CO2 from 
C into A. 
39 The models would resemble the living cells more closely if we employed KOH 
and NaOH in A and if KG and NaG, though soluble  in the non-aqueous layer, 
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In Valonia and NiteUa we apparently have a continuous non-aqueous 
phase at the inner and outer protoplasmic surfaces.  ~  We may suppose 
that  these  surface layers correspond to  the layers Bo  and B~ in the 
model and that between them is an aqueous phase more or less stirred 
by protoplasmic movement or by  convection currents.  The  external 
solution and the sap are well stirred by convection currents.  We there- 
fore seem to have opportunity for some of the variables that are found 
in models. 
In these models the chief factors appear to be partition coefficients 
and diffusion constants.  Is this true of living cells in general ? 
In seeking to answer this question we must remember that the im- 
portance of the partition coefficients depends on the speed of diffusion 
in  the  non-aqueous  layers.  When  diffusion in  these  layers is  slow 
enough to  control penetration the partition  coefficients become im- 
portant.  It  would seem that  this  applies  to  most living  cells since 
partition coefficients appear to play a highly important r61e.  It is for 
this reason that  Overton's theory is so  useful, especially as amended 
by Irwin. 
When the partition coefficients of two substances are not very dif- 
ferent  molecular size  becomes  important  because  it determines  the 
diffusion  constants.  It  may also  be  due  in  some cases to the  fact 
that penetration is regulated more by the cell wall than by the pro- 
toplasm. 
In  many  cases  the  non-aqueous  layers  are  probably  very  thin. 
Hence the diffusion constants in  these layers must be very small or 
the  concentration  gradients  (due to  the partition  coefficients at  the 
two surfaces of the layer) must be very gentle in order to make diffusion 
slow enough to have the process of penetration controlled by this layer. 
The diffusion constants would, of course, be small if the viscosity 
were high.  It  is  not necessary to  suppose  that  the layers are  solid 
since protoplasm in contact with water rounds up as though true sur- 
face tension existed. 3° 
It may be remarked in passing that the idea that protoplasm has a 
non-aqueous surface has been opposed on the ground that water and 
salts enter freely.  But the model shows that this objection does not 
hold since water and salts freely pass through the non-aqueous layer. 
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Let us now consider the question of ionization.  In our models KG 
penetrates  very rapidly  as  compared  with  KC1  although  both  are 
equally ionized  in  the  external  solution.  But  both  are  weak  elec- 
trolytes  in  the  non-aqueous  phase  and  hence  penetrate  chiefly  in 
molecular form.  The  difference lies in the fact that  KG has a  much 
higher  partition  coefficient than  KC1. 
There  is another  consideration which may well be mentioned here, 
namely, that partition  coefficients are important in bioelectric effects. 
Assuming the latter to be chiefly due to diffusion potentials  31 we may 
illustrate  the situation by means of models.  For example, when only 
KG is present the diffusion potential at the outer surface will depend 
on K'o and  at the  inner  surface on K'~.  Now when SKo  ---- SK~ and 
Ko +  K~  =  10thenK'o  +  KP~--  10.  But whenSzo  =  landS,~,  = 
0.1, and Ko +  K~ =  10 we have K'o +  K'~ -- 100 and the diffusion po- 
tential  increases  accordingly.  Similar  considerations  would apply  if 
KG were placed at  the outer surface and NaG at the inner  since the 
concentrations  and  consequently  the  potential  in  the  non-aqueous 
phase would depend on the values of SK,  and SN~,. 
Aside  from  the  question  of  partition  coefficients  the  outstanding 
fact brought out by these experiments is the large number of variables 
concerned.  No attempt  has been made  to treat  all of these quanti- 
tatively or to set up equations for the time curve of penetration.  In a 
previous paper an empirical equation was given which fits the obser- 
vations satisfactorily when potassium alone is present and a  rigorous 
treatment  has  been formulated  by L.  G.  Longsworth  3-" by means  of 
which the time curve has been calculated.  By means of other equa- 
tions he has calculated the ratio of sodium to potassium in the steady 
state.  But no attempt has been made as yet to include in this treat- 
ment all the variables mentioned  in this paper. 
The fact that with constant concentrations of potassium and sodium 
outside there is so much variation in their proportions in the artificial 
sap in C recalls the situation in  Valorda where there is a  considerable 
variation  in the  cell sap.  It happens that  the variation is similar in 
the two cases for ff we divide the highest observed ratio of K  +  Na by 
~t Osterhout, W. J. V., J. Gen. Physiol., 1929--30, 13, 715; Biol. Rev., 1931,6,369; 
Ergebn. Physiol.,  1933, 85, 967. 
~2 Longsworth, L. G., J. Gen. Physiol.,  1933-34, 17~ 211. 466  KINETICS  OF  PENETRATION.  VI 
the lowest we get in the model 2.7  +  1.4  --  1.93 and in the case of 
Valonia  ~ 5.72  +  2.55  =  2.24. 
In conclusion it may be appropriate to repeat that when the living 
cell shows a  great difference in the penetration of similar compounds 
of potassium and of sodium it  seems safe to  conclude that diffusion 
coefficients cannot  be  responsible  since  the  molecular  sizes  cannot 
differ greatly.  Hence the difference must lie in partition coefficients. 
This is a  very important factor in dealing with living organisms. 
SUM:MARY 
Some  of  the  factors  affecting penetration  in  living  cells  may  be 
advantageously studied in models in which the organic salts KG and 
NaG diffuse from an aqueous solution A, through a non-aqueous laycr 
B  (representing the protoplasmic surface) into an aqueous solution C 
(representing the sap and hence called artificial sap) where they react 
with CO2 to form KHCO3 and NaHCO3.  Their relative  proportions 
in C  depend chiefly on the partition coefficients and on the diffusion 
constants in  the  non-aqueous layer.  But  the  ratio  is  also  affected 
by other variables, among which are the following: 
1.  Temperature, affecting diffusion constants and  partition  coeffi- 
cients and altering the thickness of the unstirred layers by changing 
viscosity. 
2.  Viscosity  (especially in  the non-aqueous layers) which depends 
on temperature and the presence of solutes. 
3.  Rate  of  stirring,  which  affects  the  thickness  of  the  unstirred 
layers and the transport of electrolyte in those that are stirred. 
4.  Shape  and  surface area of the non-aqueous layer. 
5.  Surface forces. 
6.  Reactions occurring at the outer surface such as loss of water by 
the electrolyte or its molecular association in the non-aqueous phase. 
The reverse processes will occur at the inner surface and here also com- 
binations  with  acids  or  other substances in the "artificial  sap" may 
Occur. 
7.  Outward diffusion from the artificial sap.  The outward move- 
ment  of KIICO3  and  NaHCO~  is  small  compared with  the  inward 
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is because the partition coefficients  8 of the bicarbonates are very low 
as compared with those of NaG and KG. 
Since CO2 and HCO~ diffuse into A and combine with KG and NaG 
the inward movement of potassium and sodium falls off in proportion 
as the concentration of KG and NaG is lessened. 
8.  Movement of water into  the  non-aqueous phase  and  into  the 
artificial  sap.  This may have a  higher temperature coefficient  than 
the penetration of electrolytes. 
9.  Variation  of  the  partition  coefficients  with  concentration  and 
pH. 
Many of these variables may occur in living cells.  (It happens that 
the  range  of  variation  in  the ratio of  potassium to  sodium in  the 
models resembles that found in  Valonia.) 